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Abstract. We examine correlations between dialogue characteristics and learning
in two corpora of spoken tutoring dialogues: a human-human corpus and a human-
computer corpus, both of which have been manually annotated with dialogue acts
relative to the tutoring domain. The results from our human-computer corpus show
that the presence of student utterances that display reasoning, as well as the pres-
ence of reasoning questions asked by the computer tutor, both positively correlate
with learning. The results from our human-human corpus show that the introduc-
tion of a new concept into the dialogue by students positively correlates with learn-
ing, but student attempts at deeper reasoning do not, and the human tutor’s attempts
to direct the dialogue negatively correlate with learning.

1. Introduction

Research in tutorial dialogue systems is founded on the belief that a one-on-one natural
language conversation with a tutor provides students with an environment that exhibits
characteristics associated with learning. However, it is not yet well understood exactly
how specific student and tutor dialogue behaviors correlate with learning, and whether
such correlations generalize across different types of tutoring situations.

In the computational tutoring community, understanding such correlations has be-
come of increasing interest, in order to put system building on a more empirical basis;
this is because when it comes time to actually implement a tutorial dialogue system,
many design choices must be made that will likely influence the style of the dialogue,
which in turn may influence a student’s ability to learn from the system. One area of
interest has been the use of shallow measures to investigate the hypothesis that increased
student language production correlates with learning; shallow measures have the advan-
tage of being automatically computable, and are thus easy to incorporate into an online
adaptive system. Studies of typed (primarily human-human) dialogue tutoring corpora,
for example, have shown that longer student turns, and higher percentages of student
words and student turns, all positively correlate with learning [1,2,3].

Unfortunately, when in prior work we applied similar measures to other types of
tutoring dialogues - namely spoken dialogues, and human-computer dialogues (typed
and spoken) - we found that although our students learned, most correlations between
learning and shallow dialogue measures did not generalize to our data [4]. Furthermore,
even when some shallow correlations did generalize (as in our typed human-human data),
we felt that further analysis was still needed to better understand our results. For example,
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one might hypothesize that longer student turns are a good estimate of how much a
student explains, but a deeper coding of the data would be needed to test this hypothesis.

In fact, the notion of a “dialogue act” [5,6,7], which attempts to codify the under-
lying intent behind a student or tutor utterance, has been used in recent studies of both
implemented [8] and simulated [9] computer tutors. For example, the correlation studies
of [8] suggest that student learning is positively correlated with the use of tutor dialogue
acts requiring students to provide the majority of an answer, and negatively correlated
with the use of tutor acts where the tutor primarily provides the answer.1

In this paper, we take a similar approach, and analyze correlations between learning
and dialogue acts. However, we examine learning correlations with both tutor as well as
student dialogue acts. In addition, we examine and contrast our findings across two types
of spoken dialogue corpora: one with a human tutor, and the other with a computer tutor.
The results in our human-computer corpus show that the presence of student utterances
that display reasoning, as well as the presence of reasoning questions asked by the com-
puter tutor, both positively correlate with learning. The results from our human-human
corpus are more complex, mirroring the greater complexity of human-human interaction:
the introduction of a new concept into the dialogue by students positively correlates with
learning, but student attempts at deeper reasoning do not, and the human tutor’s attempts
to direct the dialogue can negatively correlate with student learning.

2. Dialogue Data and Coding Schemes

ITSPOKE (Intelligent Tutoring SPOKEn dialogue system) [11] is a speech-enabled ver-
sion of the text-based Why2-Atlas conceptual physics tutoring system [12]. Our data
consists of two corpora of spoken tutoring dialogues, one with the ITSPOKE computer
tutor, and the other with a human tutor performing the same task as ITSPOKE. Both
corpora were collected during a prior study [4], using the same experimental procedure:
university students 1) took a pretest measuring their physics knowledge, 2) read a small
document of background material, 3) used a web and voice interface to work through a
set of up to 10 training problems (dialogues) with the tutor, and 4) took a posttest similar
to the pretest.2 In each training problem, students first typed an essay answering a quali-
tative physics problem; the tutor then engaged the student in spoken dialogue to correct
misconceptions and elicit more complete explanations. Annotated (see below) examples
from our two corpora are shown in Figures 1 and 2 (punctuation added for clarity).3

For our current study, each tutor turn and each student turn in these two corpora
was manually annotated for tutoring-specific dialogue acts.4 Our tagset of “Student and
Tutor Dialogue Acts” is shown and briefly defined in Figure 3. This tagset was developed
based on pilot annotation studies using similar tagsets previously applied in other tutorial
dialogue projects [13,5,6,7]. As shown, “Tutor and Student Question Acts” label the

1Correlations between similar codings of dialogue data have also been studied in collaborative learning
research. For example, [10] shows that students who more often indicated that they needed help by asking
specific questions learned more than those who asked fewer specific questions (R= 0.48, p < .01).

2In the human-computer corpus, students worked through 5 problems, and took the pretest after the reading.
3The human-computer corpus contains 100 dialogues (20 students), averaging 22 student turns and 29 tutor

turns per dialogue. The human-human corpus contains 128 dialogues (14 students), averaging 47 student turns
and 43 tutor turns per dialogue.

4While one annotator labeled the entire corpus, an agreement study on a subset of the corpus gave 0.67
Kappa and 0.63 Kappa between two annotators on 334 tutor turns and 442 student turns, respectively.
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type of question that is asked, in terms of content and the expectation that the content
presupposes with respect to the type of answer required. This Act is most common to the
tutor; as detailed below, there are no student questions in our human-computer corpus,
and they are infrequent in our human-human corpus. “Tutor Feedback Acts” essentially
label the “correctness” of the student’s prior turn, in terms of explicit positive or negative
tutor responses. “Tutor State Acts” serve to summarize or clarify the current state of the
student’s argument, based on the prior student turn(s). “Student Answer Acts” label the
type of answer that a student gives, in terms of the quantity and quality of the content
and the extent of reasoning that the content requires. Finally, the “NonSubstantive Act”
(NS) tag was used to label turns that did not contribute to the physics discussion (e.g.,
“Are you ready to begin?”).

. . . spoken dialogue excerpt at 2.6 minutes into session. . .
STUDENT � : Gravitational pull, downward. [NOVS]
ITSPOKE � : Almost. The forces acting on the pumpkin are both vertical forces. The force
exerted by the person is in the upward direction. The person also exerts a force on the pumpkin.
One of the forces on the pumpkin is gravity. We have established that there are two forces acting
on the pumpkin, gravity in the downward direction and the force exerted by the person in the
upward direction. So what is the direction of the NET force? [BOT, RS, RC, SAQ]
STUDENT � : Upward. [NOVS]
ITSPOKE � : Yeah. Does the pumpkin accelerate during the toss? If yes, please specify the
direction of the acceleration. [POS, SAQ, RD]
STUDENT � : Yes, upward. [SHAL]
ITSPOKE ��� : Well... To analyze the pumpkin’s acceleration we will use Newton’s second law.
What is the definition of this law? [HNT, LAQ]

Figure 1. Annotated Human-Computer Dialogue Excerpt

. . . spoken dialogue excerpt at 16.6 minutes into session. . .
TUTOR ���	� : Yeah, that’s precisely the point. Yes, we are all learning. Ok so uh now uh you
apply the same push for the same amount of time for on both the containers then what would
you compare to distinguish between them? [POS, RC, SAQ]
STUDENT ����
 : I would be comparing their rate of velocity. [NOVS]
TUTOR ���� : Not rate. You will be comparing their velocity. You see, rate will imply that some-
thing is changing which there is no change. Velocity is constant so you will surely compare their
velocities. Which one will be faster? [HNT, RS, SAQ]
STUDENT ���� : The feathers. [NOVS]
TUTOR ����� : The feathers- why? [RS, DAQ]
STUDENT ��� � : Because there’s less matter. [DEEP]

Figure 2. Annotated Human-Human Dialogue Excerpt

As Figures 1-2 illustrate, most tutor turns are labeled with multiple Tutor Acts, while
most student turns are labeled with a single Student Act. Applying the Dialogue Act
coding scheme to our human-computer corpus yielded 2293 Student Acts on 2291 stu-
dent turns and 6879 Tutor Acts on 2964 tutor turns. Applying the coding scheme to our
human-human corpus yielded 5969 Student Acts on 5879 student turns and 7861 Tutor
Acts on 4868 tutor turns.
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� Tutor and Student Question Acts
� Short Answer Question (SAQ): concerns basic quantitative relationships.
� Long Answer Question (LAQ): requires definition/interpretation of concepts.
� Deep Answer Question (DAQ): requires reasoning about causes and/or effects.

� Tutor Feedback Acts
� Positive Feedback (POS): overt positive response to prior student turn.
� Negative Feedback (NEG): overt negative response to prior student turn.

� Tutor State Acts
� Restatement (RS): repetitions and rewordings of prior student statement.
� Recap (RC): restating student’s overall argument or earlier-established points.
� Request/Directive (RD): directions summarizing expectations about student’s argument.
� Bottom Out (BOT): complete answer supplied after student answer is incorrect or incomplete.
� Hint (HNT): partial answer supplied after student answer is incorrect or incomplete.
� Expansion (EX): novel details about student answer supplied without first being queried.

� Student Answer Acts
� Deep Answer (DEEP): consists of at least two concepts linked together through reasoning.
� Novel/Single Answer (NOVS): consists of one concept introduced by student into dialogue.
� Shallow Answer (SHAL): consists of one concept previously introduced into dialogue.
� Assertion (AS): used for answers such as “I don’t know” or equivalent.

� Tutor and Student Non-Substantive Acts (NS): do not contribute to the physics discussion.

Figure 3. Student and Tutor Dialogue Acts

3. Correlation Analysis Methodology

As discussed in Section 1, although our prior work demonstrated that students learned
a significant amount with both our human and computer tutors [4], in our spoken data
we were unable to find any correlations between learning and a set of shallow dialogue
measures of increased student activity (e.g., longer student turns). Here we revisit the
question of what aspects of our spoken dialogues correlate with learning, but replace our
previous shallow measures for characterizing dialogue with a set of “deeper” measures
derived from the Student and Tutor Dialogue Act annotations described in Section 2.

For each of our two corpora, we first computed for each student, a total, a percentage,
and a ratio representing the usage of each Student and Tutor Dialogue Act tag across all
of the dialogues with that student. We call these measures our Dialogue Act Measures.
Each Tag Total was computed by counting the number of (student or tutor) turns that
contained that tag at least once. Each Tag Percentage was computed by dividing the tag’s
total by the total number of (student or tutor) turns. Finally, each Tag Ratio was computed
by dividing the tag’s total by the total number of (student or tutor) turns that contained a
tag of that tag type. For example, suppose the dialogue in Figure 1 constituted our entire
corpus. Then our Dialogue Act Measures for the Tutor “POS” tag would be: Tag Total =
1, since 1 tutor turn contains the “POS” tag. Tag Percentage = 1/3, since there are 3 tutor
turns. Tag Ratio = 1/1, since 1 tutor turn contains a Tutor Feedback Act tag.

Next, for each of the Dialogue Act Measures, we computed a Pearson’s correlation
between the measure and posttest score. However, because the pretest and posttest scores
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were significantly correlated in both the human-human (R=.72, p =.008) and human-
computer corpora (R=.46, p=.04), we controlled for pretest score by regressing it out
of the correlation.5 In the following Sections (4 and 5), we present and discuss the best
results of these correlation analyses, namely those where the correlation with learning
was significant (p

�
.05) or a trend (p

�
.1), after regressing out pretest.

4. Human-Computer Results

Table 1 presents our best results on correlations between Dialogue Act Measures and
learning in our human-computer corpus. The first column lists the measure (total (#),
percentage (%) or ratio (Rat:) of the Dialogue Act per student). The second and third
columns show the mean and standard deviation (across all students), while the last two
columns present the Pearson’s correlation between posttest and the measure after the
correlation with pretest is regressed out. For example, the first row shows that there are
11.90 total Deep Answers over all the dialogues of a student on average, and that there
is a statistically significant (p=.04) positive correlation (R = .48) between total Deep
Answers and posttest, after the correlation with pretest is regressed out.

Table 1. Dialogue-Learning Correlations: Human-Computer Corpus (20 students)

Dialogue Act Measure Mean Std.Dev. R p

# Student DEEP 11.90 5.78 .48 .04

# Tutor DAQ 9.59 4.89 .41 .08

% Tutor DAQ 6.27% 2.30% .45 .05

% Tutor Question Acts 76.89% 3.12% .57 .01

Rat: Tutor SAQ to Question Acts .88 .04 -.47 .04

Rat: Tutor DAQ to Question Acts .08 .03 .42 .07

# Tutor POS 76.10 16.66 .38 .10

As shown, the type of answer provided by students relates to how much they learn
in our human-computer corpus, as indicated by the positive correlation between student
Deep Answers and learning. Note that there are no significant (positive or negative) cor-
relations for student Shallow or Novel/Single Answers, or a student’s inability to provide
an answer (Assertions), which suggests that the relationship between student answer type
and learning requires further analysis.

The type of questions asked by tutors also relates to how much students learn in
our human-computer corpus. There is a positive correlation between the percent of tutor
Deep Answer Questions and learning, and a trend for the number and ratio of tutor Deep
Answer Questions to positively correlate with learning. In contrast, there is a negative
correlation between the ratio of tutor Short Answer Questions and learning. The quantity
of tutor questions also relates to student learning, as evidenced by the strong positive
correlation between the overall percentage of all tutor Question Acts and learning.

Table 1 also shows a slight trend for tutor Positive Feedback to positively correlate
with learning. Other studies have shown positive relationships between encouragement
during computer tutoring and student outcomes [14]. Finally, note that none of the tutor

5The human-human means for the (multiple-choice) pre- and posttests were 0.42 and 0.72, respectively, and
the human-computer means were 0.48 and 0.69, respectively.
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State Acts correlated with learning, suggesting that the best way to use such organiza-
tional acts is not yet fully understood in our computer tutor.

5. Human-Human Results

Table 2 presents our best results on correlations between Dialogue Act Measures and
learning in our human-human corpus, using the same format as Table 1. As shown, the
type of dialogue acts used by students relates to how much students learn in our human-
human corpus too. With respect to student answers, here we find a trend for the number
and ratio of student Novel/Single Answers to positively correlate with learning; however,
in contrast to our human-computer results, we also find a trend for the number of student
Deep Answers to negatively correlate with learning. Moreover, unlike in the human-
computer corpus, in our human-human corpus students do ask questions. Here we see
that a higher ratio of student Short Answer Questions positively correlates with learning,
and a higher ratio of student Long Answer Questions negatively correlates with learning.

Table 2. Dialogue-Learning Correlations: Human-Human Corpus (14 students)

Dialogue Act Measure Mean Std.Dev. R p

# Student NOVS 19.29 7.95 .49 .09

# Student DEEP 68.50 27.99 -.49 .09

Rat: Student NOVS to Answers .14 .05 .47 .10

Rat: Student SAQ to Question Acts .91 .12 .56 .05

Rat: Student LAQ to Questions .03 .08 -.57 .04

# Tutor RD 19.86 10.58 -.71 .01

% Tutor RD 5.65% .02 -.61 .03

# Tutor RS 79.14 26.83 -.56 .05

# Tutor NEG 14.50 7.60 -.60 .03

Table 2 also shows that the type of dialogue acts used by the tutor relates to how
much students learn in our human-human corpus. In contrast to the human-computer
corpus, in our human tutoring dialogues we only find correlations with non-question tu-
tor Acts (namely State Acts and Negative Feedback), and also find only negative corre-
lations. The correlations between tutor State Acts (RD, RS) and learning show that in-
creased tutor summarization and clarification negatively correlates with student learning.
We also see a negative correlation between tutor Negative Feedback and learning.

6. Discussion

Our human-human corpus represents an upper bound for the speech and natural language
processing capabilities of our ITSPOKE corpus. As such, cross-corpora differences in
how student and tutor dialogue acts relate to student learning can shed light on how sys-
tem improvements might positively impact learning. We see little overlap in terms of the
correlations between tutoring Dialogue Acts and learning across our human-computer
and human-computer corpora. In our computer tutoring data, we found that student learn-
ing was positively correlated with both the presence of student utterances displaying
reasoning, as well as the presence of tutor questions requiring reasoning. These results
are similar to previous findings in human-tutoring data, where learning was correlated
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with both students’ construction of knowledge, and tutor behaviors prompting students
to construct knowledge [13]. We hypothesize that because Deep Answers involve more
student reasoning, they involve more knowledge construction. Note that we previously
found no significant correlation between average turn length (# words/turn) or dialogue
length (total words) and learning in either our human-computer or human-human cor-
pora [4]; together these results suggest that it is not the quantity but the quality of the
students’ responses that correlate with learning.

The results from our human-human corpus are more complex. First, there is no
longer a straightforward correlation between the depth of reasoning displayed in stu-
dent answers and learning: while student Novel/Single insights positively correlate with
learning, student attempts at even deeper reasoning negatively correlate with learning.
While this negative correlation is surprising, inspection of the student turns in the human-
human corpus leads us to hypothesize that student Deep Answers might often be incor-
rect, which itself might negatively correlate with learning, and may also be related to
the fact that in the human-human corpus, students speak longer and more freely than in
the human-computer corpus. We are currently annotating “correctness”, to investigate
whether more Deep Answers are “incorrect” or “partially correct” in the human tutor-
ing corpus compared to the computer tutoring corpus, and whether the number of cor-
rect answers positively correlates with learning. Similarly, the correlations between tu-
tor Feedback and learning in both corpora might also reflect correctness. Second, while
student question-asking is often considered a constructive activity [13], we similarly did
not see a straightforward relation between question-asking and learning: while student
Short Answer Questions positively correlate with learning, student Long Answer Ques-
tions negatively correlate. However, there were only 12 Long Answer Questions in our
human-human data, and all displayed clear evidence of student misunderstanding (e.g.,
containing phrases such as "what do you mean?"). Finally, although we find negative
correlations between learning and tutor State Acts (e.g., involving summarization and
clarification), attributing any causal relationship would require further research.

Finally, we see some overlap between our results and those of [8], who computed
correlations between student learning and tutor dialogue acts in the AutoTutor system.
[8] found that students who received more “Hints” (which require the student to provide
most of the answer) learned more than those who received more “Assertions” (in which
the tutor provides most of the answer). Although our Tutor Act coding is not identical,
our “Bottom Out” largely corresponds to their “Assertion”; in our human-human cor-
pus there was a non-significant negative correlation (R=-.00,p=.99), but in our human-
computer corpus there was a non-significant positive correlation (R=.08, p=.75), with
learning. Our “Hint” is similar to their “Hint”; in our human-computer corpus there was
a non-significant positive correlation (R=.26, p=.28), but in our human-human corpus
there was a non-significant negative correlation (R=-.38,p=.20), with learning.

7. Conclusions and Current Directions

This paper presented our findings regarding the correlation of student and tutor dialogue
acts with learning, in both human-human and human-computer spoken tutoring dia-
logues. Although we found significant correlations and trends in both corpora, the results
for specific dialogue acts differed. This suggests the importance of training systems from
appropriate data. The results in our human-computer corpus show that student utterances
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that display reasoning, as well as tutor questions that ask for student reasoning, both
positively correlate with learning. The results in our human-human corpus mirror the
greater complexity of human-human interaction: student novel insights positively corre-
late with learning, but student deeper reasoning is negatively correlated with learning, as
are some of the human tutor’s attempts to direct the dialogue. As noted above, to gain
further insight into our results, we are currently annotating our dialogues for correctness.
This will allow us to test our hypothesis that student deep reasoning is more error-prone
in the human-human corpus. We are also investigating correlations between learning and
patterns of dialogue acts, as found in multi-level coding schemes such as [7].
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